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Addendum 
 

In light of Covid-19 and the guidance in place for the opening of school to all 

pupils in September 2020, it is necessary to place this addendum for a 

Behaviour Policy to identify aspects of policy that will need to be altered.  
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The following aspects of the existing policy are either superseded by this 

addendum or adapted as a result of it. 

 

Curriculum 

As pupils return to school after a significant period of not being in a school 

environment 

 

School Council 

School council will continue, so please elect a representative as per normal. 

School council meeting will need to be organised differently to ensure that 

‘bubbles’ are maintained – as such, the full School Council will not meet as a 

collective. 

 

School Rules and Classroom Rules 

The overarching school rules remain that same and these will continue to be 

reinforced throughout the school day and our communications with 

individuals and classes. 
• Look Smart, Think Smart, Eat Smart, Be Smart. 

• Respect yourself and the whole school community. 

• Respect the school building and environment. 

• Be caring, courteous and considerate at all times. 

• Listen, speak and take part at the correct times. 

• Do your best to give 100%. 

 

However, it is necessary for all pupils to become familiar with the new routines 

and systems in place in school and we must, therefore, ensure that these are 

embedded into school life. Teachers may choose to include these routines 

within their ‘Classroom Rules’ or emphasise these separately within their 

classroom. Whichever is preferred, they must include: 
• Remaining within their ‘bubble’ 

• Not sharing any resources (Year 2 upwards) 

• Washing hands regularly and correctly 

• Good respiratory hygiene 

• Use external doors to enter and exit 

• Only move internally through the school if asked to do so by an adult. 

• Appropriate use of shared facilities – toilets in particular 

 

Teachers should continue to start the year with the co-creation of classroom 

rules. This, as in previous years, should be pupil led and encourage the 

collective creation of a happy and safe learning environment for all pupils. 

However, as we are sensitive to the absence of formal schooling, it is entirely 

appropriate to allow your classroom rules to change and evolve as the 

routines associated to Covid-19 guidance become embedded. To ensure 

the safe return of all pupils, the safety routines connected to Covid-19 must 

take precedence over any other rules. 

 



As with all new routines, it is important that all staff remain vigilant to trigger 

points that might cause an escalation in undesired behaviours. These might 

include: 

• Change in playground routines 

• Internal restrictions of movement 

• New classroom arrangements (sitting at tables, caring for own 

resources) 

• Maintaining class bubbles whilst inside the building 

• Increased hand washing and waiting patiently to wash hands 

 

It should always be our aim to pre-empt these triggers and deploy alternative 

strategies to prevent the escalation of unwanted behaviours. 

 

Children who are likely to leave the classroom 

If a child is likely to leave the classroom (without the permission of an adult) 

we will need to put a risk assessment in place for this pupil. This risk assessment 

will encompass triggers for ‘flight’ behaviours and identify agreed actions 

that will consistently take place in the event of leaving the classroom.  

 

This risk assessment will be complied with the Headteacher/Deputy and 

SENCo and be shared will all adults who work closely with the child to ensure 

a consistent approach. 

 

The Colour Ladder Behaviour System should be used to support the emphasis 

of positive and expected behaviours across the school. 

 

Mediation 

Whilst we remain committed to mediation as a tool for pupil involvement and 

responsibility for supporting ongoing behaviour resolution within school, 

further exploration of how we can facilitate this approach needs to take 

place. As such, whole school mediation will be on hold. 

 

However, it is appropriate to continue to train ‘bubble’ mediators who can 

support pupils from within their own bubbles during current Covid-19 

restrictions. 

 

Red Zone and Red Card Sanctions 

The following adjustments need to be made to Red Zone and Red Card 

sanctions, in line with Covid-19 guidance. 

 

The sanction for being in the ‘Red Zone’ remains the same (15 minutes loss of 

break time or lunch time depending on when the Red Zone was triggered). 

However, it is not possible to use ‘Time Out’ as this would result in the mixing of 

bubbles. Therefore, if a child reaches the Red Zone, the ‘time out’ will take 

place on the playground; either by standing with the duty adult or sitting out 

(whichever is felt easier for the duty adult in terms of supervision). 

 



The sanction for getting a ‘Red Card’ remains the same (loss of break and 

lunch time for a set period of time). However, the ‘time out’ is spent with the 

duty adult; either by standing with the duty adult or sitting out (whichever is 

felt easier for the duty adult in terms of supervision). 

 

As a direct result, we will increase the presence of the Headteacher and 

Deputy during break and lunchtimes to support all staff in managing 

behaviour positively and swiftly. 

 

Lunchtime 

At lunchtime, in the absence of a manned ‘Time Out’, pupils who need 

‘cooling off’ time or to discuss their behaviour should be taken to a member 

of SLT for this to take place. A radio should be taken out at lunchtime to each 

area (KS1/KS2 playground and MUGA). This radio can be used to call to a 

member of SLT who will respond with a location to meet (or will come out 

onto the playground). The member of SLT will speak to the child and return 

them to the playground if it is appropriate to do so. 

 

Partner Classes 

We recognise that it may be appropriate to move a pupil to another working 

space to enable them to be more successful in their learning. Whilst we 

cannot move a pupil to another classroom outside of their bubble, it is 

possible to move them into a neighbouring year group classroom. However, 

in the interest of maintaining internal class ‘bubbles’, it is preferable for pupils 

who need to be moved into a partner classroom are placed to work in a 

communal area and supervised by a member of staff. 

 

Quiet Room 

If is not possible, under the current restrictions to operate a quiet room. If a 

member of school staff feels it appropriate for a pupil to attend a quiet room 

this should be discussed with a member of SLT so that a solution can be found 

in the best interests of the pupil. 

 

 

Addendum written by Peter Lewis-Cole in consultation with Christine Marsh. 

 


